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Broad context: What is the government’s role in 
promoting safety in oil and gas operations?

o Fundamental problem: health and environmental 
costs of incidents are external to the firm

o What is the optimal policy (or mix of policies) to get 
firms to internalize these costs?

o Question relevant for many industries, not just oil 
and gas
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Idea from environmental taxation literature: 
make firms pay for generated externalities

o Concept of Pigouvian taxation: tax pollution according 
to its marginal social damage
o Generally considered a “first best” optimal policy
o Translation of concept here: make firms pay for 

damage caused by accidents

o Current law is the Oil Pollution Act (1990)
o Firm causing an offshore spill must pay all cleanup 

costs, but there is a $75 million cap on economic 
damages

o Unlimited liability is required for consistency with 
Pigouvian taxation
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Unlimited liability alone is unlikely to suffice in 
the context of oil and gas accidents

o Damages may exceed the net worth of the firm
o Smaller “independents” won’t have a full incentive 

to invest in safety
o Govt. could require proof of insurance

o Agency problems within firms
o With unlimited liability, shareholders will want the 

firm to invest in the optimal level of safety
o BP share price: $60.48 on April 20, 2010                                     

$27.02 on June 25, 2010
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Employees may not respond to unlimited liability, 
even if the shareholders want them to
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Employees may not respond to unlimited liability, 
even if the shareholders want them to
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Problems with unlimited liability motivate other 
(complementary) approaches

o Government could consider safety records when 
awarding leases

o Monitor and punish minor accidents / spills

o Monitor and regulate safety / environmental “inputs”
o Proper training, equipment maintenance, etc. 
o Impose fines when out of compliance
o Requires regular costly inspections
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Difficult question: How does increasing the 
number of inspectors affect enforcement?

o Central difficulty is that inspectors are not randomly 
assigned
o More inspectors assigned to firms that are the most 

out of compliance?

o Clever idea: instrument for number of inspectors using 
daily weather

o Result: More inspectors associated with much more 
stringent enforcement
o Larger effect than OLS estimates
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Mechanism behind results could come from 
behavior of inspectors or firms
o Paper examines regulatory capture and group 

dynamics. Inconclusive results (no instruments)

o Inspector behavior: Do inspection teams aim for a 
certain number of violations per inspector?

o Firm behavior: Changes in team size driven by 
weather are probably a surprise to firms
o If a firm knows in advance that a large team is 

coming, will it increase its compliance?
o If so, then the larger team size wouldn’t yield many 

additional violations
o Explains OLS vs. IV results?
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Suggestions for future work

o Can more be done to identify the mechanism behind the 
results?
o Can more be learned about what motivates the 

inspectors? How are they evaluated?
o How do firms respond to inspections? How much 

advance notice do they receive?

o Pushing forward on the research agenda
o Can inspections and fines / violations be tied to 

incident rates?
o What happens to safety / environmental performance 

following an inspection with a large team?
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